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Abstract

Objective. The polychromatic nature of the x-ray spectrum in computed tomography leads to two

types of artifacts in the reconstructed image: cupping in homogeneous areas and dark bands between

dense parts, such as bones. This fact, together with the energy dependence of themass attenuation

coefficients of the tissues, results in erroneous values in the reconstructed image.Many post-

processing correction schemes previously proposed require either knowledge of the x-ray spectrumor

the heuristic selection of some parameters that have been shown to be suboptimal for correcting

different slices in heterogeneous studies. In this study, we propose and validate amethod to correct the

beamhardening artifacts that avoids such restrictions and restores the quantitative character of the

image.Approach. Our approach extends the idea of thewater-linearizationmethod. It uses a simple

calibration phantom to characterize the attenuation for different soft tissue and bone combinations of

the x-ray source polychromatic beam. The correction is based on the bone thickness traversed,

obtained from a preliminary reconstruction.We evaluate the proposedmethodwith simulations and

real data using a phantom composed of PMMAand aluminum6082 asmaterials equivalent towater

and bone.Main results. Evaluationwith simulated data showed a correction of the artifacts and a

recovery ofmonochromatic values similar to that of the post-processing techniques used for

comparison, while it outperformed themon real data. Significance. The proposedmethod corrects

beamhardening artifacts and restoresmonochromatic attenuation values with no need of spectrum

knowledge or heuristic parameter tuning, based on the previous acquisition of a very simple

calibration phantom.

1. Introduction

X-ray computed tomography (CT) can characterize attenuation coefficients of the patient tissues, which are

roughly decreasing functions of energy in the usual range of energies used in clinical and preclinical scenarios

(from30 to 150 keV). Commercial scanners use polychromatic sources because no x-ray lasers exist as a usable

alternative. Since the attenuation coefficients are higher for lower energies, low-energy photons are

preferentially absorbed, thus increasing the effective energy of the spectrum; this effect is known as beam

hardening. Classical reconstructionmethods assume amonochromatic source and do not take into account the

polychromatic nature of the spectrum, producing two artifacts in the reconstructed image that hinder

quantitative values: (1) cupping in large homogeneous areas and (2) dark bands between dense objects such as

bone (Brooks andDiChiro 1976).
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The simplest correctionmethod, implemented inmost commercial scanners, is thewater linearization

(Brooks andDiChiro 1976,Herman 1979), which assumes that the object in the scan field is composed of only

water. This assumption compensates the cupping artifact but produces a suboptimal correction of the dark

bands in heterogeneous objects. Themethod is based on a linearization function that replaces the energy-

dependent attenuation values, given by the so-called beamhardening function, F ,BH with the corresponding

monochromatic attenuation values, given by F .MONO Considering the Beer–Lambert law, one canmodel FMONO

for each thickness traversed, t, as:

ò m e m e= = =⎛
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where I0 is the incident intensity, I is the transmitted intensity, e0 is a specific energy value and m is the
attenuation coefficient of the traversedmaterial. In contrast, FBH adds the energy dependence to equation (1):
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where e spans the range of energies of the polychromatic spectrum.One can obtain FBH experimentally by a

calibration stepwith a phantommade of soft-tissue equivalentmaterial. Then, as there is no beam-hardening

effect when the amount of tissue traversed is zero (Herman 1979), ( )F tMONO can be calculated as the derivative

of FBH at 0.

To correct both cupping and dark bands, the sample often ismodeled as composed of soft tissue and bone,

sincemost tissues behave likewater and only bone is significantly different (Elbakri and Fessler 2003). Previously

proposed correctionmethods based on post-processing estimate the bone and soft-tissue thicknesses traversed

froman initial reconstruction and calculate a correction factor that depends on those thicknesses. Nalcioglu and

Lou (1979) analytically obtained the equivalentmonochromatic attenuation at the effective energy for each

thickness of soft tissue and bone, F ,MONO from the knowledge of the spectrum and themass attenuation

coefficients of these tissues. Joseph et al (1978) corrected for cupping usingwater linearization and included a

compensation for dark bands based on the concept of ‘effective density’, which is the amount of water that

would produce the same beam-hardening effect as the given amount of bone traversed. Themain drawback is

that the characterization of this effective density needs the knowledge of the spectrum, which is not always

available. To avoid the need of this information, the effective density can be approximated by a second-order

polynomial, the coefficients of which can be optimized by visual inspection or otherwise, as in Abella et al (2020).

This approachwill be referred to as JSpol fromhere on.

Other works proposed a correction based on a linear combination of uncorrected and overcorrected images,

where coefficients are found through the iterativeminimization of the image flatness (Kyriakou et al 2010)

(EBHC) or the entropy (Schuller et al 2015) (sfEBHC). However, the formermethod has been shown to not

completely correct the dark bands (Jin et al 2015)while the lattermethod showed overcompensation for the dark

bands in real studies (Schuller et al 2015). Recently, in the industrial field, two differentmethods proposed to use

epipolar consistency conditions to reduce beamhardening artifacts (Würfl et al 2019,Würfl 2020). However,

thesemethods produce a change in the soft-tissue texture and the authors are unsure about its performance in

clinical CT.

Alternatively, iterative reconstructionmethods can incorporate amodel of the beam-hardening effect into

the forwardmodel to correct the beam-hardening artifacts (Yan et al 2000,DeMan et al 2001, Elbakri and

Fessler 2002, Abella et al 2020). Thesemethods also provide robustness to noise,making them suitable for low-

dose acquisitions, but their high computational cost imposes an undesirably high burden for standard SNR

acquisitions.

We present a new post-processingmethod (2DCalBH) based on the extension of thewater-linearization

method to consider two tissue types, i.e. both soft tissue and bone. The beam-hardening andmonochromatic

functions are estimated by scanning a simple calibration phantommade up of soft-tissue and bone equivalent

materials. This strategy overcomes themain drawbacks of previousmethods, which rely either on the knowledge

of the spectrumor on a polynomialmodel for the beam-hardening effect with coefficients that have been shown

not to completely compensate the dark bands (Jin et al 2015, Schuller et al 2015). Preliminary results were

presented in an earlier conference paper (Martínez et al 2016) based on simulated data using an ideal calibration

phantom composed of soft tissue and bone. The present work extends the experiments on simulated data and

evaluates themethod on real data with a realistic calibration phantommade of an aluminumalloy and PMMAas

materials equivalent to bone and soft tissue.
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2.Materials andmethods

Following previous post-processingmethods, we consider the sample to be composed of two tissue types: bone

(B) and soft tissue (ST). Under this assumption, equations (1) and (2) can be rewritten as:

m e m e= +( ) ( ) ( ) ( )F t t t t, , 3MONO B ST B 0 B ST 0 ST
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where m e( )ST 0 and m e( )B 0 represent the attenuation coefficients of soft tissue and bone at the effective energy of

the spectrum, e .0

Figure 1 shows the calibrationworkflow for obtaining ( )F t t,BH B ST and ( )F t t,MONO B ST experimentally from

a scan of a phantom composed of bone and soft-tissue equivalentmaterials. Eachmaterial is segmented in a

preliminary reconstruction and then projected to obtain the bone and soft-tissue thicknesses, ( )t t,B ST for each

projection value, ( )F t t, .BH B ST Typically, the ( )F t t,BH B ST function isfittedwith a polynomial function (Alvarez

andMacovski 1976), which could lead to non-monotonically increasing values. To ensuremonotonicity, wefit

the ( )F t t,BH B ST generated to a logarithmic function:

= - ´ + - ´- ´ + ´ - ´ + ´

( )
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a e a e
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ln 1 , 5b t c t d t f t
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where a, b, c, d, e and f are thefitting coefficients obtainedwith non-linear least squaresmethod, initialized

with values drawn froma uniform randomdistribution between 0 and 1. Slope values m e( )ST 0 and m e( )B 0 in

equation (3) are estimated as the partial derivatives of the beam-hardening function at the (0, 0) point, i.e.
¶
¶

( )F 0, 0

t

BH

Bone
and

¶
¶

( )
.

F 0, 0

t

BH

ST

Ideally, the correctionwould be obtainedwith a linearization function that replaces the energy-dependent

attenuation values, ( )F t t, ,BH B ST with the correspondingmonochromatic attenuation values, ( )F t t, .MONO B ST

However, ( )F t t,BH B ST is not injective, i.e. there aremultiple combinations of ( )t t,B ST that result in the same
value. To solve this non-uniqueness, we use the bone thickness, t̂ ,B as a table index parameter and generate

multiple water-linearization functions from the pairs -( ˆ ) (ˆ )F t t F t t, ,B BBH ST MONO ST (see dashed lines in

figure 1). Thesewater-linearization functions arefitted by second-order polynomial regressions, using linear

least squares, and the coefficients are stored in a look-up table (LUT) for each t̂B value. A bone-thickness spacing

Figure 1.Workflowof the calibration (example for one slice).
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in the LUT (sampling of t̂B) below the voxel size prevents streak artifacts from awrong selection of the

linearization function.

Figure 2 shows theworkflowof the proposed correctionmethod. The bone is segmented by thresholding

froma preliminary reconstruction and projected to obtain the bone thickness t̂B corresponding to each pixel in

the projection. This bone thickness, interpolated by nearest neighbormethod, is used to select the appropriate

coefficients of the linearization function from the LUT,whichwill be applied to that pixel. tables 1 and 2 show

the pseudo-code of themethod ( fitLog refers to equation (5)).

2.1. Tissue equivalentmaterials

A realistic calibration phantom can bemade up of PMMAas an equivalent of soft-tissue and aluminum6082

(AL6082) for bone, as proposed inMartinez et al (2020).While PMMA is a good substitute for soft tissue in

terms of beamhardening, AL6082 does notmatch bone verywell in this regard. The deviation is due to the

difference in density between cortical bone (1.92 g cm−3) andAL6082 (2.7 g cm−3), which can be compensated

bymultiplying the bone thickness by aweighting factor equal to the ratio of densities, 2.7/1.92 (clarifying plots

can be found in supplementary data available online at stacks.iop.org/PMB/67/115005/mmedia).

3. Evaluationmethods

The proposedmethod, 2DCalBH,was evaluated using simulations and real data by comparingwith JSpol, the

polynomial approximation of Joseph and Spital (1978) suggested inAbella et al (2020), andwith EBHC

(Kyriakou et al 2010) and sfEBHC (Schuller et al 2015). Simulations emulated a preclinical scanner at source

voltages of 40 and 50 kVp. Real data were acquired in a small-animal scanner at source voltages of 40 and 50 kVp.

Comparisons with simulated datawere performed in terms of visual inspection and root-mean-square error

(RMSE)with respect to themonochromatic reconstruction. Comparisonswith real data were assessed only by

visual inspection since therewas no ground truth available in this case.

3.1. Evaluation on simulated data

The evaluation on simulated preclinical data used a 2Dphantommade up of a soft tissue ellipse (1 g cm−3)with

major axis of 6 cm andminor axis of 4.8 cm, one ellipsoid of fat (0.9 g cm−3)withmajor axis of 4 cmandminor

axis of 3.2 cm, ten bone inserts (1.92 g cm−3)with diameters from0.48 to 0.32 cm, and two air circles (0 g cm−3).

Figure 2.Workflowof the proposed correctionmethod.
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Mass attenuation coefficient anddensities for thosematerialswere obtained fromtheNational Institute of Standards

andTechnology (Hubbell andSeltzer 1995). Projectiondatawere simulatedwith theMIRT toolbox (https://github.

com/JeffFessler/mirt), basedonparallel-beamgeometry, generating 180projectionswithin a 180-degree angular

span.Wedidnot simulate scatter and theblank scan value (detectormeasurementwithno sample)was 106 counts

per detector element. Twodifferent polychromatic spectrawere simulated: 40 and

50kVp,with 2.5mmof aluminumfiltration. Equivalentmonochromatic sourceswere simulated at the

corresponding effective energies: 28.5 and33.1 keV for the 40kVpand50kVppolychromatic spectrum, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the reconstructed images of the evaluationphantom fromsimulateddatausing these four spectra.

Twoextra experiments basedon aphantomsimilar to the oneusedbyKyriakou et al (2010) (EBHC) andby Schuller

et al (2015) (sfEBHC)but adapted to a small-animal scanner canbe found in the supplementary data.

3.2. Evaluation on real data

Evaluationwith real data was based on three rodent studies (figure 4), head and abdomen of a rat, and awhole

mousewith an intraperitoneal administration of the contrast agent iopamiro® (iopamidol), acquiredwith the

CT subsystemof ARGUSPET/CT (SEDECAL) (Vaquero et al 2008). Acquisition parameters were 40 kVp and

50 kVpwith a current of 340μA and 200μA, respectively, for the head and abdomen studies, and 40 kVpwith a

current of 340μA for themouse study.We obtained 360 projections of 514×574 pixels with a pixel size of
0.2mmover a 360-degree angular span. Reconstructions were donewith the FUX-Sim toolbox (Abella et al

2017), which includes an FDK-based algorithm (Feldkamp et al 1984), resulting in volumes of 514×514×574

voxels with a voxel size of 0.121mm3. Results on two extra rodent studies can be found in the

supplementary data.

3.3. Implementation of themethods

The calibration needed for thewater linearization (Herman 1979)was generated following two different

approaches: (1) a digital phantom composed of soft tissue (ideal) used for simulations; and (2) digital and true

phantoms composed of PMMA (realistic) for simulations and real data (figure 5, top row). The linearization

function obtainedwasfitted to a second-order polynomial (Herman 1979).

Table 1.Pseudocode of 2DCalBH calibration.

Table 2.Pseudocode of 2DCalBH correction.
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We implemented JSpol according to the following equation:

= + + ( )At Btprojection projection , 6JSpol W B B
2

where projectionJSpol is the JSpol-corrected data, projectionW is thewater-corrected data, tB is the bone thickness

obtained from a preliminary reconstruction,A is the parameter to recover themonochromatic bone values and

B is the parameter that controls the dark-band correction.We selectedA andB tominimize theRMSEwith

respect tomonochromatic values in simulated data. For real data, we heuristically chose a different set of

parameters for each type of study as those that best reduced the dark bands in a visual inspection of a

representative axial slice. Selected slices for each study are shown in the top rowof figure 4. Table 3 shows the

JSpol parameters selected.

EBHC and sfEBHC startedwith an initial reconstruction corrected bywater linearization.

In EBHC, bone segmentationwas based on a soft-thresholdwhere the voxels above 500HUwere assumed to

be bone, while the values between 500HUand 100HUwere assumed to be amixture of bone and soft tissue and

estimatedwith a linearweighting functionwithweights between 0 and 1 (all values extracted from

Figure 3.Evaluation phantomusingmonochromatic (left column) and polychromatic (right column) simulations at 40 kVp (top
row) and 50 kVp (bottom row), reconstructed using the FBP algorithm.

Figure 4.Axial slices used to optimize the JSpol coefficients (top row) and a second slice of the same study (bottom row) for the rat head
(left column) and abdomen (center column) studies at 50 kVp and the contrast-enhancedmouse study (right column) at 40 kVp,
reconstructed using the FDK algorithm.
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Kyriakou et al (2010)). This bone segmentationwas projected (p2) and combinedwith the original acquisition

(p0) to compute the products p p0 2 and p .
2
2 These products were reconstructed, obtaining the basis images f ,0

f ,01 f11 and f ,02 whichwere linearly combined according to:

= + + + ( )f f c f c f c f , 7c 0 01 01 11 11 02 02

where fc is the corrected image and theweights cij were automatically calculated byminimizing the total

variation of fc with the simplex algorithm. Initial weights of the algorithm c01, c11 and c02 were set to 0, 0 and 0.1
for the simulated data and to 0, 0 and 0 for the real data.

For the sfEBHCmethod, values above the threshold fLOW=0 in the initial reconstructionwere increased

based on a non-linear transformation controlled by parameter η= 0.001 (all values were extracted fromSchuller

et al (2015)). The transformed reconstructionwas projected (q) and combinedwith the original acquisition (p)
into ninemonomials, p q ,i j with  i j0 , 2.Thesemonomials were reconstructed ( fij) and linearly combined

according to

å= +
¢

( )f f c f , 8c
ij

ij ij10

where fc is the corrected image and cij theweights, whichwere automatically calculated byminimizing the
entropy of fc and initially set to 0 and 0.05 for simulated and real data, respectively. The primed sum indicates
that f ,00 f10 and f01 are excluded from the linear combination.

JSpol, EBHCand sfEBHCwere evaluatedwith the different options for the prior water-linearization step:

using both ideal (soft tissue) and realistic (PMMA)half-cylinder calibration phantoms for simulations, and the

half-cylinder phantommade of PMMA (figure 5, top row) for real data.

The calibration needed in 2DCalBHwas evaluatedwith a phantommade up of a half cylinder of soft-tissue

equivalentmaterial (radius of 3 cm) plus one triangular prismwith rounded corners of bone equivalentmaterial

(height of 2.5 cm andwidth of 6 cm). This design enables simultaneousmeasurement of different combinations

of soft tissue and bone as found in preclinical studies.We tested two approaches: (1) a digital phantom

Figure 5.Photograph (left column) and axial view of the CT reconstruction (right column) of the calibration phantoms used for the
water linearization,made of PMMA, (top row) and for 2DCalBH,made up of PMMAandAL6082 (bottom row).

Table 3. JSpol parameters for simulations and real data.

Parameter Simulation Real data

40 kVp 50 kVp 40 kVp 50 kVp

A 0.5 0.41 0.1 0.1

B 0.26 0.22 0.8 0.73
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composed of soft tissue and bone (ideal), used for simulations and (2) digital and true phantoms composed of

PMMAandAL6082 (realistic) for simulations and real data respectively (figure 5, bottom row). The phantom

was acquiredwithout the scanner bed, so the beam-hardening effect depends only on the two equivalent

materials.

4. Results

4.1. Simulated data

Table 4 shows the RMSEwith respect to themonochromatic reconstruction for all themethods and the different

preclinical scenarios. Figure 6 shows the images reconstructedwith eachmethod for the 50 kVp acquisition

(similar visual results were obtained at 40 kVp). JSpol corrected both cupping and dark bandswith both

calibration phantoms, but using the realistic phantom increased the RMSEby 50%with respect to using the

ideal one. EBHC increased the RMSE in soft tissue by 8%with respect to JSpolwith the ideal phantom,which can

be seen in theworst compensation of the dark bands indicatedwithwhite arrows infigure 6(B). sfEBHCwas the

methodwith theworst dark-band correction, further increasing the error in soft tissue by 66%with respect to

EBHC (see white arrows infigure 6(C)). Neither EBHCnor sfEBHCwere able to recovermonochromatic bone

values, with errors above 900HU. The proposedmethod showed anRMSE and a visual correction (figure 6(D))

similar to the JSpolmethod independently of the calibration phantom.

Figure 6.Preclinical evaluation phantom for the 50 kVp polychromatic acquisition correctedwith JSpol (A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C)

and 2DCalBH (D) using the ideal (top row) and realistic (bottom row) calibration phantoms. Visualization of these images with a
narrowerwindowwidth can be found in the supplementary data.

Table 4.RMSEof the preclinical evaluation phantomwith respect to themonochromatic reconstruction for the 40 and 50 kVp
scenarios (HU).

JSpol EBHC sfEBHC 2DCalBH

kVp ROI No correction Ideal (ST)

Realistic

(PMMA) Ideal (ST)

Realistic

(PMMA) Ideal (ST)

Realistic

(PMMA)

Ideal

(ST-

Bone)

Realistic

(PMMA-

AL6082)

Whole

image

525.4 22.6 33.3 250.6 285.9 228.9 270.5 23.6 31.8

40 ST 105.3 24.9 38.6 26.1 38.5 50.5 40.9 27.5 37.3

Bone 2113.6 32.3 38.8 1018.6 1159.1 917.0 1094.3 24.0 28.0

Whole

image

489.2 20.8 33.3 247.7 297.39 287.5 270.5 21.6 31.0

50 ST 98.2 22.8 38.6 24.2 42.04 40.1 40.9 23.9 36.7

Bone 1976.1 32.6 38.8 1011.5 1210.01 1169.1 1094.3 33.7 21.6
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4.2. Real data

Figures 7 and 8 show the results fromhead and abdominal rodent studies in the 50 kVp scenario (similar results

were obtained for 40 kVp). Similar to simulated data, the JSpolmethod properly corrected the dark bands in the

slice used to optimize the parameters but did not completely compensate them in the other slice (seewhite

arrows infigures 7(A) and 8(A)). EBHC showed a good compensation of the dark bands in one slice of the head

study but an undercorrection in the other slice of the head study and the abdominal study (seewhite arrows in

figures 7(B) and 8(B)). sfEBHC showed an overcorrection of both slices of the abdominal and head studies

indicated bywhite arrows infigures 7(C) and 8(C). The proposedmethod, 2DCalBH, presented a good

correction in all slices of the head and abdominal studies.

Figure 7.Axial slice to find the parameters of the JSpolmethod (top row) and a second slice (bottom row) of the head study at 50 kVp
correctedwith JSpol (A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C), and 2DCalBH (D).White arrows indicate dark-band artifacts. Visualization of the
images with narrowerwindow-width can be found in the supplementary data.

Figure 8.Axial slice to find the parameters of the JSpolmethod (top row) and second slice (bottom row) of the abdominal study at
50 kVp correctedwith JSpol (A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C), and 2DCalBH (D).White arrows indicate dark-band artifacts. Visualization
of these images with narrowerwindowwidth can be found in the supplementary data.
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Figure 9 shows the results for the contrast-enhancedmouse study. As in the abdominal study, EBHCwas not

able to eliminate the dark bands independently of the bone thickness or the presence of contrast agent. sfEBHC

produced a good compensation of the dark bands in slices with no contrast agent but an undercorrection

between bones and an overcorrection between bone and the bladder filledwith contrast agent (see white arrows

infigure 9(C)). JSpol and 2DCalBH showed a good dark-band compensation in the slices with no contrast agent

but only reduced them in the slices with contrast agent.

5.Discussion and conclusions

Thiswork presents a new beamhardening correctionmethod for CT that extends thewater linearization to

correct both cupping and dark-band artifacts. The proposedmethod is based on characterizing the

polychromatic attenuation of the tissues and their correspondingmonochromatic attenuation values through a

calibrationwith a simple phantommade up of soft-tissue and bone equivalentmaterials. This calibration is

similar to that already needed inmost of the previous post-processingmethods that include a prior water

linearization step. The proposed approach has a similar basis to themethod proposed by Joseph et al (1978)with

themain difference being in theway to estimate the beamhardening effect: Joseph et al analytically approximate

this effect with the knowledge of the spectrum and themass attenuation coefficients of the tissues, while

2DCalBHuses a calibration step to eliminate the need for this knowledge.

We evaluated ourmethod against one classical beamhardening correctionmethod (JSpol) and two of the

latest post-processingmethods found in the literature, EBHC (Kyriakou et al 2010) and sfEBHC (Kyriakou et al

2010).

Evaluation on simulated data showed that in soft tissue EBHChad errors similar to those of the proposed

methodwhile sfEBHCdoubled the error. In bone, both EBHCand sfEBHC showed the highest errors of the

comparedmethods, thus hindering the recovery ofmonochromatic bone values. Results of EBHCon real data

showed a good correction in the head study but an undercorrection in the abdominal and contrast-enhanced

studies. An undercorrectionwith EBHChad been previously shown by Jin, et al (2015) in simulated data.

Similarly, results of sfEBHCon real data showed a certain overcorrection of the rodent studies, in agreement

with the evaluation presented by Schuller et al (2015).

The errors yielded by JSpol and the proposedmethod are similar for simulated data.However, this

comparison is unrealistic as the coefficients of the JSpolmethodwere obtained by taking into account the ideal

attenuation values that are unavailable in real data. In the latter case, JSpol coefficients were obtained by visual

inspection of one representative slice of each study, since no unique set of parameters resulted in a proper

correction of all the slices within a volume. Thismight be due to the limitations of the two-parametermodel

employed in the JSpolmethod, whichmay not be able to fully characterize different combinations of soft-tissue

and bone thicknesses. In contrast, the proposedmethod generates a correction factor for all possible soft-tissue

and bone combinations, resulting in a proper compensation of the dark bands in all cases.

Evaluation on the contrast-enhancedmouse study showed that the assumption of the soft-tissue and bone

model was not completely accurate when not only bone and soft tissue are present. It would be interesting to

study amodel with threematerials, whichwould need amore complex phantomhaving an extramaterial with

the attenuation properties of the contrast agent. Since bone and iodine have similar reconstructed values, a

simple thresholdmay be insufficient to separate both, being necessary to use other approaches, such as dynamic

segmentation (Stenner et al 2010). Same strategy could by applied in case of ametallic implant.

Figure 9.Axial slice with contrast agent (top row) and a second slice (bottom row) of themouse study at 50 kVp correctedwith JSpol
(A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C), and 2DCalBH (D).White arrows indicate dark-band artifacts.
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Themain limitation of the proposedmethod, shared bymost previous post-processingmethods, is the need

of a preliminary bone segmentation. Errors in this bone segmentationmay hinder the selection of the

appropriate linearization functions, which could lead to inconsistent data in the corrected projection values.

Futureworkwill evaluate the integration of the presented beam-hardeningmodel into the projectionmatrix of

an iterativemethod, as in Abella et al (2020), to copewith low-dose data. Although simulationswere donewith

an ideal detector and no scatter contribution, results in real data showed a good visual artifact correction.

Nevertheless, future workwill study if these effects hinder the quantification. Also, although PMMAand

aluminumhave been previously used as soft-tissue and bone equivalentmaterials (Brody et al 1981, Lehmann

et al 1981), it would be interesting to explore the impact ofmore sophisticated equivalentmaterials (White et al

1977, Goodsitt 1992, Jones et al 2003) on image quantification.

The focus of this work is small-animal imaging. Nevertheless, we expect the proposedmethod to alsowork

in clinical scenarios, provided that the size of the calibration phantom is optimized tofit bone and soft-tissue

thicknesses in the human body, the geometry is adapted in the projection kernel and the scatter effect is

evaluated, as it ismore important in clinical studies.

A key advantage of the proposedmethod is that the calibration needs only a smallmodification over the

standardmethod already available inmost commercial scanners, easing its incorporation into theworkflow

without requiring changes in the acquisition and reconstruction stages or in the systemhardware.
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This document contains the supplementary data of the manuscript: “Simple Beam-Hardening Correction 

Method (2DCalBH) based on 2D linearization” by C. Martinez, J. A. Fessler, M. Desco and M. Abella. We 

provide figures of simulated and real data with a reduced window width to better appreciate the correction 

of the dark bands, an extra plot to support the selection of equivalent materials, and results of two extra 

simulated experiments based on the phantoms found in Kyriakou et al. (EBHC) and Schuller et al. (sfEBHC) 

for a comprehensive comparison with those methods. 

Narrower window 

The following figures replicate Figures 3 and 6 of the manuscript, showing the reconstruction of simulated 

monochromatic and polychromatic data with a reduced window-width. Although this window-width is not 

usually used in preclinical research, we show it here to better appreciate the correction of the dark bands. 

As we can see in Figure 6-B, although none of the methods was able to completely eliminate the dark bands 

among the bones in simulated data, JSpol and 2DCalBH are the ones with better compensation, while 

2DCalBH showed the best correction in the inner ellipse. 

 

Figure 3-B. Preclinical evaluation phantom using monochromatic (left) and polychromatic (right) simulations at 40 

kVp (top) and 50 kVp (bottom), reconstructed using the FBP algorithm.  

Figure 6-B. Preclinical evaluation phantom for the 50 kVp polychromatic acquisition corrected with JSpol (A), EBHC 

(B), sfEBHC (C) and 2DCalBH (D) using the ideal (top) and realistic (bottom) calibration phantoms. 



Figures 4-B, 7-B, 8-B and 9-B show the same slices of the head and abdomen of the rat and the mouse than 

Figures 4, 7, 8 and 9 of the submitted manuscript but with a narrower window width to further highlight 

the dark bands. Again, even though part of the dark bands are still present after correction, 2DCalBH is the 

method that results in the best compensation. 

 

Figure 4-B. Axial slices used to optimize the JSpol coefficients (top) and a second slice of the same study (bottom) for 

the rat head (left) and abdomen (center) studies at 50 kVp and the contrast-enhanced mouse study (right) at 40 kVp, 

reconstructed using the FDK algorithm. 

 

Figure 7-B. Axial slice to find the parameters of the JSpol method (top) and a second slice (bottom) of the head study 

at 50 kVp corrected with JSpol (A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C), and 2DCalBH (D). Arrows indicate dark-band artifacts. 



 
Figure 8-B. Axial slice to find the parameters of the JSpol method (top) and second slice (bottom) of the abdominal 

study at 50 kVp corrected with JSpol (A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C), and 2DCalBH (D). White arrows indicate dark-band 

artifacts. 

 
Figure 9-B. Axial slice with contrast agent (top) and a second slice (bottom) of the head study at 50 kVp corrected 

with JSpol (A), EBHC (B), sfEBHC (C), and 2DCalBH (D). Arrows indicate dark-band artifacts. 

Equivalent materials 

While PMMA is a good substitute for soft tissue in terms of beam-hardening effect, as shown in the left 

panel of Figure 1-E, AL6082 does not completely match bone in this regard. The deviation we can see in the 

right panel of Figure 1-E is due to the difference in density between cortical bone (1.92 g/cm3) and AL6082 

(2.7 g/cm3). This is compensated by multiplying the bone thickness by a weighting factor equal to the ratio 

of densities, 2.7/1.92. 

 



Figure 1-E. Beam-hardening function of the soft tissue and PMMA (left); and of the bone, AL6082 before and after 

compensation (right). Beam-hardening functions were simulated with a 50 kVp spectrum.  

Extra experiments – simulated data 

Figures 2-E and 3-E show the reconstruction of the phantom similar to the one used in the Kyriakou et al.1 

manuscript (EBHC) but adapted to a small animal scanner. It was made up of a soft-tissue ellipse (1 g/cm3) 

with 5 cm diameter and three bone inserts (1.92 g/cm3) with 0.68 cm diameter. Mass attenuation 

coefficients and densities were obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). 

Projection data were simulated with the MIRT toolbox 

(http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~fessler/code/index.html), based on parallel-beam geometry, generating 360 

projections within a 360 degrees angular span, with a source of 50 kVp. 

 
Figure 2-E. Monochromatic and polychromatic reconstruction of the phantom used by Kyriakou et al.1 adapted to a 

small-animal scenario. 

We did not find any set of optimal parameters to completely eliminate the dark bands with JSpol, which 

showed a similar undercompensation to EBHC. In contrast, sfEBHC and 2DCalBH showed a good artifact 

compensation in this case. 

 

Figure 3-E. Small-animal adaptation of the phantom used by Kyriakou et al.1 corrected with JSpol (A), EBHC (B), 

sfEBHC (C) and 2DCalBH (D) using the ideal (top) and realistic (bottom) calibration phantoms. 

http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~fessler/code/index.html


Figures 4-E and 5-E show the reconstruction of a small animal phantom similar to the one used by Schuller 

et al.2  (sfEBHC), also adapted to a small-animal scanner. It was made up of a soft-tissue ellipse (1 g/cm3) 

with 5 cm of diameter, three bone inserts (1.92 g/cm3) with 0.68 cm of diameter and a low-contrast water 

insert (1.05 g/cm3) with 0.68 cm of diameter. Mass attenuation coefficient and densities for those materials 

were obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Projection data were 

simulated with the MIRT toolbox (http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~fessler/code/index.html), based on 

parallel-beam geometry, generating 360 projections within a 360 degrees angular span with a source 

voltage of 50 kVp.  

 

Figure 4-E. Monochromatic and polychromatic reconstruction of a small-animal adaptation of the phantom used by 

Schuller et al. 2 

 

Figure 5-E. Small-animal adaptation of the phantom used by Schuller et al.2 corrected with JSpol (A), EBHC (B), 

sfEBHC (C) and 2DCalBH (D) using the ideal (top) and realistic (bottom) calibration phantoms. White arrows indicate 

a wrong correction of the artifacts. 

We can see that the low-contrast water insert is completely hidden by the dark bands in the FBP 

polychromatic reconstruction, while all correction methods recovered it. Similar to the previous 

experiment, neither JSpol nor EBHC were able to completely eliminate the artifacts. sfEBHC and 2DCalBH 

were both able to reduce the dark bands, with 2DCalBH showing a slightly better result. Furthermore, the 

http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~fessler/code/index.html


performance of sfEBHC was worst on realistic samples, as the more complex phantom or the real rodent 

studies in the manuscript showed.  

Extra experiments – real data 

To add variability to our real data experiments and determine whether our good results are significant, we 

further evaluated the proposed method with two extra rodent studies, acquired with the CT subsystem of 

ARGUS PET/CT (SEDECAL). Acquisition parameters were 40 kVp and 340 µA, obtaining 360 projections of 

514×574 pixels with a pixel size of 0.2 mm over 360 degrees angular span. Figures 6-E and 7-E show two 

different slices of each extra rodent study with FDK reconstruction before (top) and after (bottom) 

correction with 2DCalBH. 2DCalBH shows a good compensation of the dark bands independently of the 

bone distribution. 

 
Figure 6-E. Axial slices of the FDK reconstruction (A) and corrected with 2DCalBH (B) of two extra rodent studies. 



 
Figure 7-E. Axial slices of the FDK reconstruction (A) and corrected with 2DCalBH (B) of two extra rodent studies. 
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